Sales & Marketing

Market Your Curriculum
by Stuart Salazar

T

oo many curriculum publishers believe they know what
people need and want. They publish material without
consulting churches, ministries, or schools. To have a
product that will sell, however, start by identifying your
market and asking questions of your target audience. It
takes at least a minimal assessment to insure that your curriculum is
going to have a good reception.
The Association of Christian Schools International (ACSI)
office in Guatemala City, Guatemala, specializes in character
education. We needed to find a way to market product we had
been publishing for a while. Our books are targeted specifically
to grade school students and teachers, but we had not effectively focused on reaching this audience.
We started off by compiling a new database of
Christian schools. We had already collected
the names, addresses, and phone numbers
of a good number of this target market.
We developed a new marketing
plan to reach teachers more effectively. We addressed the issue of
character education in our ACSI
conventions for three consecutive
years. When participants came
away from the conventions, they
knew why character education is
important. They understood why it
is necessary to begin in elementary
school, and not wait until students are
in middle or high school. Our conference
themes centered around the subjects emphasized in our curriculum.
As we developed new character education materials, we
sought to create a sense of expectancy in our target market.
One of our strategies was to let teachers know of our product
before we actually had it. They were sent sample pages of the
product we were developing. We did classroom testing of the
materials before we published the final draft. This is a slow
process, but results in a high-quality product. We make sure
that in each teacher’s manual we have a feedback page. The
reactions of Christian school administrators were essential for
our marketing plan.
One key issue is that the major criteria for people buying
curriculum in Latin America is cost. Curriculum has to be
affordable, and that is a very hard thing to do. This influences
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our product development decisions. We may want to publish
full-color materials with nice illustrations, especially for children. Unfortunately, unless we publish huge quantities, it is
difficult to make a profit with that type of material. It might
take 5-10 years to sell the products in the warehouse.
Most curriculum publishers like to keep the first print run
cost at 25 percent of the actual retail sales price. Then, unless
you plan many revisions or corrections to future editions, it is
possible to keep on reprinting them at a low cost. Subsequent
editions have a bigger profit margin.
Curriculum is different than books. They are purchased
once; they are a once-in-a-lifetime purchase. The good thing
about curriculum is that if people like it, and you keep it at a
reasonable cost, people will buy year after year.
Churches will keep buying Sunday school
material, and schools will keep buying
textbooks.
A book publisher does not need to
train customers, but the schools that
buy our curriculum immediately
ask for training. So, this is part of
the cost of curriculum publishing.
If you do not train or help teachers
to use your curriculum, they will
not buy it again. Instead, they will
look for something else that is more
helpful.
Latin America is so huge that ACSI
has chosen to provide training using
videotapes. We recorded testimonies from
the teachers who used our materials. But, when
we have the opportunity, we also like to offer on-site
training for teachers.
A publisher must come up with creative ways to promote
the same material year after year. Curriculum requires constant marketing to yield good returns, but if you do this well,
you will find that curriculum that sells keeps selling; and that
is good business.❖
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